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1.  Introduction

Anaphora resolution is a computational process, which 
identifies antecedent in a text for exposing the whole 
reference of the whole text and employed for other tasks 
(e.g. Machine translation). Conventionally, anaphora 
resolution plays a vital role in diverse Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) applications such as information 
extraction, automatic abstracting, dialogue systems, 
question answering etc.

In Punjabi, this is an initial effort on automatic 
anaphora resolution. The corpus used is the Indian 
Language Corpus Initiatives (ILCI) parallel corpus which 
is being developed in 17 Indian languages including 
English. Approximately 5,000 sentences (from health and 
tourism domains of Punjabi Corpora) have been manually 
tagged by MSRI tool. At the point of anaphora resolution, 
only 1,000 POS tagged sentences used for resolving the 
problem of lexical anaphora resolution.

2.   Reflexives and Reciprocals in 
Punjabi

In general, reflexives and reciprocals both are one sorts of 
pronominal system of Punjabi. In the context of reflexives, 
there are two forms (bare reflexive and possessive 

reflexive) in Punjabi that aremorphological inflected for 
cases (give foot note) and also occur in local as well as 
long distance domain of a sentence. In addition, like other 
languages (Hindi, Malayalam, English etc.) by following 
some sources, Punjabi encodes reflexivity and reciprocity. 
On the other hand, polysemy appears among reflexives 
when they used as reduplicate.

2.1 Reflexives
In Punjabi, pure form of reflexive (a: p ‘self ’) that is 
inflected for different cases and possessive reflexive (әpɳe) 
also formed by suffixation of (ɳe). Whereas composite 
reflexive (ó ‘he’ +a:p ‘himself ’) is constructed by merging 
of (pronoun + bare). Correspondingly, compound verb 
construction establishes reflexivity also.

2.1.1 Bare Reflexive (a: p ‘Self ’)
It is available in a data and does inflect for cases and 
syntactically it can occur in local as well as long-distance 
domain of a sentence. For example:
(1)
Ónekhʊd ̪nũ
He-ERG self DAT
vekhɪɑ
see-3. PST-MSG
‘He looked at himself ’.
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In this instance (1) ‘khʊd̪’/ ‘a: p’ occurs in object 
position and bind with its subject (Óne‘he’) in an intra-
sentence. 

2.1.2 Possessive Reflexive (ɘpɳa ‘His / Her Own’)
In Punjabi, ‘ɘpɳɑ’ is possessive reflexive that is inflected 
for direct / oblique cases and number and gender also. 
For example:
(2)
óәpɳet̪õ 
He-NOM his / her own PP
ɖәrd̪ɑhɛ
scare-PRS-IPFV is-3. MSG
‘He scares himself ’.

In this instance (2) ‘әpɳe’ possessive reflexive inflected 
for number, gender and case and bind with it’s antecedent 
(ó ‘he’).

2.1.3 Verbal Reflexive
In Punjabi, there is no available any specific affix that could 
represent reflexive construction however intransitive 
verbs are inherently take reflexive sense and able to form 
reflexive constructions. For example:
(3)
ód̪oɽeʏɑ
 He-NOM ran-PST 3. MSG
‘He run’. Lit. (He run himself).

In this instance (3) a verb d̪oɽeʏɑ‘run’ inherently 
reflects reflexive sense on the agent third person (ó ‘he’).           

2.2 Reciprocals
Punjabi has a core reciprocal form (ɪkdʊje, ‘each other’) 
that lexically formed by the combination of cardinal 
number (ɪk ‘one’) and ordinal number (dʊje ‘two’) but it 
does not inflect for phi features. By using different criteria 
of reciprocal construction (particular ‘seven types of 
reciprocal marking’ in Vladimir 2007: 150) I have tried to 
establish possible types of Punjabi reciprocals but here it 
does not matter of discussion. I am concentrating solely 
on the core reciprocal that syntactically occurs local as 
well as long distance domain of a sentence. For example:
(4)
riʈɑət̪eɡitɑ ne 
Rita and Geeta ERG
ik-d̪ uje nu vekʰɪɑ

each-other DAT see-PST 3. MSG
‘Rita and Geeta saw each-other’

In this instance (4) reciprocal (ɪkdʊje‘each-other’) 
is in object position and bind with compound noun 
antecedent (riʈɑət̪eɡitɑ ‘Rita and Geeta’) in a local domain 
of a sentence.

3.   Punjabi Anaphora Resolution 
System (PARS)

Punjabi Anaphora Resolution System (PARS) is based 
on the java object-oriented programming language. This 
system runs on the PCs on the window by the utilization 
of java and jsp. This system is designed to take as input the 
annotated Punjabi text and resolve the lexical anaphors 
as specified in the algorithm. Algorithm, given below 
is a set of particular rules that solves the problem of a 
given domain. The algorithm for anaphora resolution 
is conceived for matching anantecedent and anaphor 
accurately and automatically with the help of the program. 
The system, however will resolve the lexical anaphors 
occurring intra-sentential. 

3.1 Algorithm for Reflexive Anaphora
Tokenize the sentence (S) of the input text.
Find those (S) where PRF tags occur.
Find those (S) where NC, NP, PPR, PRL, DEM categories 
are preceded by PRF
See whether above NC, NP, PPR, PRL, DEM are followed 
below preference list.
Check all NP, NC, PPR, PRL or DEM has .nom or .dir tag.
Check all NP, NC, PPR, PRL or DEM has .nom or .obl tag.
Check all NP, NC, PPR, PRL or DEM which has .ins or 
.dir tag.
Check all NP, NC, PPR, PRL or DEM which has .ins or 
.obl tag.
Check all NP, NC, PPR, PRL or DEM has .dir 0 tag.
Check all NC, NP, PPR, PRL or DEM has .obl 0 tag.

The choice of antecedent will be based on the above 
preference list. If initially first preference list is fulfilled 
then any one of them (NC, NP, PPR, PRL, DEM) will be 
selected as antecedent for PRF.

To continue this process until above preference list 
does not fulfill. If two or more categories have same 
attributes then select nearest one as antecedent for PRF.
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3.1.1 Algorithm for Reflexive Cataphora
If the S does not have any preceding NP, NC, PPR, PRL 
or DEM categories then try to find these categories in the 
following position of PRF.

If NP, NC, PPR, PRL or DEM any of them occur in the 
succeeding position of S and contain all attributes then 
consider it as antecedent.

Select nearest one if more than one category is 
followed PRF.

3.2 Algorithm for Reciprocal Anaphora
Tokenize the sentence (S) of the input text.
Find those (S) where PRC tags occur.
Find those (S) where NC, NP, PPR, PRL or DEM categories 
are preceded by PRC.
See whether above NC, NP, PPR, PRL, DEM are followed 
below preference list.
Check all NP. NC, PPR, PRL or DEM has .nom or .dir tag.
Check all NP, NC, PPR, PRL or DEM has .nom or .obl tag.
Check all NP, NC, PPR, PRL or DEM has .ins or .dir tag.
Check all NP, NC, PPR, PRL or DEM has .ins or .obl tag.
Check all NP, NC, PPR, PRL or DEM has .dir 0 tag.
Check all NP, NC, PPR, PRL or DEM has .obl 0 tag.

The choice of antecedent will be based on the above 
preference list. If initially first preference list is fulfilled 
then any of them (NP, NC, PPR, PRL, DEM) will be 
selected as antecedent for PRC.

To continue this process until above preference list 
does not fulfill.

If two or more categories have same attributes then 
select nearest one as antecedent for PRC.

3.2.1 Algorithm for Reciprocal Cataphora
If the S does not have any preceding NP, NC, PPR, PRL 
or DEM categories then try to find these categories in the 
following position of PRC.

If NP, NC, PPR, PRL or DEM any one of them occur 
in the succeeding position of S and contain all attributes 
then consider it as antecedent.

Select nearest one if more than one category is 
followed PRC.

3.3 The Usability of the PARS
Our system takes an input as POS tagged data and 
tokenizes with the help of delimiter a singled and a (dandi 

= vishramchinh) because in the Punjabi language, the 
completion of a sentence is marked by a dandi. Another 
string tokenization module extracts the words according 
to the presence of space between words. Third module 
presents the co-reference condition between anaphors 
and antecedents.

3.4 Limitations of the System
This system does not resolve all sorts of anaphors in 
Punjabi. It’s primarily aim is to find the antecedent for 
an anaphor within a sentence. It does not resolve those 
anaphors that are occurred in inter-sentential. It does not 
resolve two PRF entities in the same sentence at the same 
time. It does not resolve accurately all PRF when they 
need DEM category as antecedent. All these restrictions 
are exceptional for our system because out of 1,000 
sentences, there is solely two or three occurrence of the 
sentences where DEM category does not get antecedent 
for PRF but this is not an unresolved issue.

4.  Further Developments

In future, this system can be more robust by some 
modifications in the algorithm. One of the enormous 
issues here are to resolve inter-sentential lexical anaphors. 
As per the algorithm, if more than one NC or NP etc. 
are within sentence and then nearest category will be 
the antecedent for PRF. This condition can be modified 
to include distanced and scrambled categories as well. 
However this will require many other critical changes like 
identifying the phrases, sentences and discourse elements 
correctly.
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